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To the editor: 

A novel coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) broke out at 2019 and had caused a 

pandemic around the world. This disease was found resulting from the infection of 

2019 novel coronavirus (2019-nCoV) (Zhu, et al 2020). The severity of COVID-19 

disease has a wide range and varies from asymptomatic to critical severe, clinical 

researches reported that 10-15% of the patients were in the severe situation and 

required a great deal of attention of treatment and nursing (WHO-China-Joint-Mission 

2020). The indicators are needed to evaluate and predict the severity of COVID-19 

patients. We conducted the present meta-analysis to clarify whether platelet count 

might be a potential indicator to evaluate and predict the severity of COVID-19. 

Studies published up to 30 April 2020 was searched through PubMed Scopus, 

EMBASE, Web of Science and Cochrane Library. The language was restricted to 

English language. Keywords included COVID-19, platelet count, severe and 

thrombocytopenia. The results of studies must report the mean and standard deviation 

(SD) to quantify the platelet count in both severe and non-severe COVID-19 patients, 

or the results must give out the median and interquartile range (IQR) or median and 

range of platelet count, from which we could extract information about the mean and 

SD (Luo, et al 2018, Wan, et al 2014). The studies reported the proportions of patients 
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with thrombocytopenia in both severe and non-severe COVID-19 patients were also 

included. The studies should be excluded when the participants might have a huge 

overlap with other included studies. Study quality was evaluated by a checklist from 

Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ). The pooled standardized mean 

difference (SMD) and odds ratio (OR) with 95% confidence interval (CI) were 

worked out by STATA 12.0 and shown in the forms of forest plot figures. The detailed 

statement of materials and methods is shown in online supplemental material. 

After a total and comprehensive search and reviewing (Figure S1), we included 31 

studies with 7613 participants. 25 of the included studies reported the platelet count of 

both severe and non-severe COVID-19 patients, 15 of the included studies reported 

the proportion of thrombocytopenia in both severe and non-severe COVID-19 patients, 

detailed information and the references list of included studies is shown in Table S1 

and Table S2. 

For the 25 studies reported the platelet count of both severe and non-severe 

COVID-19 patients, the pooled SMD revealed a lower platelet count in severe 

patients than non-severe patients (SMD=-0.36, 95% CI: -0.48~-0.23, I2=56.9%; 

shown in Figure 1A). The results of sensitivity analysis and test of publication bias 

was shown in Figure S2, S3. Six of the 25 studies defined death as the severe state. 

The pooled SMD revealed a much lower platelet count in non-survivor COVID-19 

patients than survivor patients (SMD=-0.60, 95% CI: -0.72~-0.47, I2<0.1%; shown in 

Figure 1B).  

15 of the 31 included studies reported the proportion of thrombocytopenia in both 

severe and non-severe COVID-19 patients. The pooled OR of thrombocytopenia for 

severe COVID-19 patients indicated a significant association between 

thrombocytopenia and severe COVID-19 (OR=3.46, 95% CI: 1.72~6.94, I2=91.8%; 

shown in Figure 2A). The results of sensitivity analysis and test of publication bias 

was shown in Figure S4, S5. Three of the 15 studies defined death as the severe state. 

The pooled OR suggested a stronger association between thrombocytopenia and death 

caused by COVID-19 (OR=11.75, 95% CI: 3.51~39.31, I2=88.9%; shown in Figure 

2B). 
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Abnormal platelet count, especially the thrombocytopenia, is quite common in ICU 

(Pluta and Trzebicki 2019). The developing decrease of platelet count usually 

indicates the dysfunction of organs or systems and leads to a disorder of homeostasis. 

Studies found that thrombocytopenia in the ICU tended to increase the risk of death 

(Moreau, et al 2007). The infection of 2019-nCoV might affect the blood coagulation 

mechanism and resulted in a disorder of blood coagulation (Xiong, et al 2020). 

The mechanism of 2019-nCoV to affect blood coagulation might be similar with 

severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) which broke out in 2002 to 2003, and the 

possible mechanism of thrombocytopenia during the SARS disease might be due to 

the damage of lung. The damage of lung caused by SARS corona virus or mechanical 

ventilation might lead platelet activation and aggregation, resulting in the 

consumption of platelet and the thrombocytopenia (Yang, et al 2003). The lung was 

also found to be a site of platelet biogenesis (Lefrancais, et al 2017). The fibrosis and 

other damage of lung might affect the formation and releasing of platelet. Collins 

(Collins 2002) reported that infection of human coronavirus strain 229E could cause 

apoptosis in human monocytes/macrophages, which suggested 2019-nCoV might 

damage the hematopoietic cells or platelet directly. However, the exact mechanism of 

2019-nCoV affecting platelet count is still needed to be explored. 

In conclusion, when compared to the non-severe COVID-19 patients, the patients 

with severe COVID-19 had a lower platelet count. The non-survivors had a much 

lower platelet count than the survivors. Thrombocytopenia might be a risk factor for 

COVID-19 progressing into a more severe state. More studies about the platelet in 

COVID-19 are needed to be conducted in the future. 
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Figure Legends 

Figure 1. Result of meta-analysis on SMD of platelet count. The square in the forest 

plot denotes the SMD for the pooled effect with the corresponding 95% CI. SMD 

indicates standardized mean difference; CI indicates confidence interval. (A) Result of 

pooled SMD between severe and non-severe COVID-19 patients worked out by a 

random-effect model. (B) Result of pooled SMD between non-survivor and survivor 

COVID-19 patients worked out by a fixed-effect model. 

 

Figure 2. Result of meta-analysis on OR of thrombocytopenia. The square in the 

forest plot denotes the OR for the pooled effect with the corresponding 95% CI. OR 

indicates odds ratio; CI indicates confidence interval. (A) Result of pooled OR for 

severe COVID-19 patients worked out by a random-effect model. (B) Result of 

pooled OR for non-survivor COVID-19 patients worked out by a random-effect 

model. 
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Figure 1. Result of meta-analysis on SMD of platelet count. The square in the forest 

plot denotes the SMD for the pooled effect with the corresponding 95% CI. SMD 

indicates standardized mean difference; CI indicates confidence interval. (A) Result of 

pooled SMD between severe and non-severe COVID-19 patients worked out by a 
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random-effect model. (B) Result of pooled SMD between non-survivor and survivor 

COVID-19 patients worked out by a fixed-effect model. 

 

Figure 2. Result of meta-analysis on OR of thrombocytopenia. The square in the 

forest plot denotes the OR for the pooled effect with the corresponding 95% CI. OR 

indicates odds ratio; CI indicates confidence interval. (A) Result of pooled OR for 

severe COVID-19 patients worked out by a random-effect model. (B) Result of 

pooled OR for non-survivor COVID-19 patients worked out by a random-effect 

model. 


